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FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF INORMATION RETRIEVAL

The purpose of this final report is to summarize the content
of a series of lectures developed for the curriculum of the School
of Library Science, State University of New York at Albany.

1.

The Limits of Information Retrieval.

This lecture, prepared for a general audience, discusses the need
for a (correct) theory of documentation, and how it can be derived.
First, instead of trying for a comprehensive theory of all documentation and of its applications, one should examine an activity that is
necessary for all such activities, even if not sufficient.
Informstion Retrieval, which is the activity concerned with supplying readers
with the kinds of messages they prescribe, is necessary to all
documentary services.
If one cannot do this, one cannot do the others.
Thus we confine ourselves to the necessary.
Also we must exclude
the impossible.
In every field there are Principles of Impotence;
things that cannot be done, except by chance, however ingenious and
hard working the methods and agents. These principles are powerful
tools (cf. thermodynamics).
Clearly no aspects of Information Retrieval should entail omnipotence, nor should they be tested against imagined omnipotence.
In
particular, Information Retrieval has no control over who writes what,
or how well; nor upon who asks for what and how he uses it when he gets
it.
Like all disciplines dealing with symbolic representations, it is
limited by the Principles of Ignorance:
"You can't tell whether a
statement is true by looking at it or at computations performed upon
it ."

Names for instemoo the folly of assessing retrieval performance by hoy
luesebi' the output Is to the reader. Not onl~y does this depend upon authors
ad Wbt thW vrite, but It would require a system that could separate true
~inmts f~'mlee. If ve had thi, vo coud dispense with saerimant. Instead
we woul write venlou eamtradicteoq assertion about the matter In question, and
as systism mid Select the true me.
2101 retrieval services In paitioular, end librery services In general, must
be IN- by bow Veil they serve the reads" in gett"n What the reader persoribes'
MW met mot be juged by how well or desirably' the reader makes use or what he
-.la within Ubrory rqpdulatim.

Me oad fates that as infonation retrieval service earn retrieove are facts
eMeeAiN diseowree, not caomoering what the discourse Is about. rhat Is: It
* retriev es mas statements at beet. to verify mobh statemonts, as re verifiable
mmp
agewt# beeimse they refler to fictions - mue must go outside the field of
I1Aos.
"timwith suitable M
Rftbume eriv a recorded statements wue mist retrieve the docuent
ewoutlnifg It. A docment Is a unit of recorded discourse natural to the local
inigUs
MwIrommmt otr discourse. as%is, a document is a doomuat If thoo*sel
* of ItsqIMIt Is adsm t.
Discourse Is Important, so recorded discurse Is Important. If It were not,
theire miud be so need fo libraries.. ]Mt me mast not confuse what things are
with people have to ow About them..
1 Ell
Utrieval maset deal with both phroical, and linguistic matters.
Men
-et
are heavy objects with saks on&' Thir interpretations are not. A
binnmetery sibaaticm say be purely plrysioall I.e. It Is wha It is, hoever people
talk dout Its If at .11. At the other extrom It up be purely social; I.e. It
is vO the people soneered siW It ios, or It Isn't anything at all. In most
d~mmt~ italtscams the pbyieal sa.d social esomponots need careful sorting
Mut.
lbo mshf ocafsicm about wWa Is otharwise obvious. In this field arises from
oonabsiag vW Is spoke. about with bo It Is spoke about. Madider these threse
* A Iglores 3 AnboutiCs.
"*A taills 5 about C.0
M__ first Imp.ies tromster at' scm self-subeixtent substeaos called *information."
As a mmqbwr it4 m pais.
As ma Image of reality It has prove disastrous.
2wseemed Implied th* at knowledge about C Is changed by what A has said
or witomem aseher this Is so dsepafs an saw btesrs Outside the control of
U~bwesies se ifr~Lu'ain as amah; fte Imaetme *Mat A has said, and R'a personal
Uf*ya payabo3a.
Swa it 31s, ksowdsge has ewmg,
It aw have changed

21L-

-3The third Is the only level at which librarians can work aslibrarians. Ihay
can make it easier for B to find cut about A, and others, have to tel about C.
The ain is big enough to kee librarians busy Indefinitely without taking
over other people's professions and jobs. It Is also an aim wortby enough to be
called a profession in Its own right.
2.

The Structure of Notification.

Informal talk and discussion in the
School of Library Science, SUMf,
13 Docw~er 1967.

This talk and discussion considered in more detail matters raised in the
'Limits' lecture. The main weapon was the analysis of operations introduced In
the paper 'Morphology of "Information FlUN", published in JACK, October 1967
(see Appendix). This was Introduced in ab initlo In term more appropriate to &
library school.
First, 'Notification' was shown to be the emellest field that exhibits the
essential features of library work, without being reduced so much as to fall.
below this field I.e. It did not exhiLbit the fallacy of regarding one man as
being a small crowd. 'Notification' was defined as the service that relates a
Destination to the Messages (if sany) that he or it prescribes. Thus it to the
delegate of the Destimtion, not Its substitute. Notification cannot possibly
reproduce the behavior of an individual selecting documents frmthe shelves
unless that individual can state how he selects certain documents and not others.
That is, the Destination must state,, or be brought to state, the sort of massages
he requires in term intelligible and usable by someone else.
According to the analysis of the paper cited above, bis prescription mast
be in terms of Source, Cods, Channel,, and Designation. Bere Designation can be
taken as the 'aboutness' of the messaget relative to the envircriment of use. Th~es
elements can realize themselves in many ways, and each has (as pointe out by
Calvin Yooers) qualitative and quantitative aspects. The discussion clarified
these points, and then centered on Identification of the various triads of
elements Involved in Notificational activities; I.e. the sifteem triads that do
not contain both Destination and Matssage.
Many apparently distinct activities were found to uVloy the same three
elements, and general enough names for these more difficult to devise. For any
three elements variations occurred according to whtich of-these were regarded a
given, and which variable e.g. within the 'Shannon' triad of Message, codel,
Channel, fixing of channel characteristics and message use statistics gives
'detection of signals in the pressence of noise'.
Synthesis of these triads to form more famWlir but @compoite operatic..
gives six fundamental, patter.. (tetrads) corresponding to distinct famlies of
notificational methods.
Use discussion of the six elements and their ocachinatioms,, particalarly
with respect to Identification with library and do aayactivities and
interests, proved this line of attack to be powerfal. and eftcatiomal.

(It va clear also that eoen those with sons nathinatical background find
diffteinty In thinking In terns of ftnetioms of more then one variable, as
tuLft en tetrads not be. *%eh grief In the devising of 'miasures' for "Poects
df 98WISI pertbuinee smuse from pat~icG attempts to oaq~ress a funtion of
#4UW Im wwarldes Into a functio, of one. The asmie of thermodynamcs
Oft
be aslear Nmo%& warning.)
A.bout 'hbostmes'a.

Lectuz, and discussion in the School of Library Science.
on nk, 30 April 1968.

Aboutasee has beeS discussed fromi Plato through Nelson Goodman. Nlere only
the domaemtary aspects were discussedl that Is,, the aboutness of records inasmuch
se It afflects their retrieval. This io fundamental to all library services.
Libsarieams we supacted to kno--about disorsrel, and what to do about It,, but not
to 1-di Pat in it.
'Aboftmees' Is nwt a siqale, or even a unique characteristic of documents-t
parts of a doemant, in Isolation,, may not be about what the entire
doinamt Is about (e.g. conversations In fiction, parts of a reference book.).
Nar Is a &smmt! about the -a of the things that Its statements are about
Aboftmees Is notk a thing or an intrinsic property, but a relation. Therefore
Uhme we umW kinds of aboutommes, dependin upon the socisl envIroinmnt of a
0 --- I Iat'use or prodbaticm. As in all social situations,. one =ast ask not
only 'hew?' and 'wha?', but also 'wtW?'; a question that does not &rise In the
S netnral science.
Mla~rly

aboutness may be the Deeignation of a Message with resr'et to
omntaxy
Code, -Source
or Destination. Library services. iat only to serve the lost,
the render. In gemeali, D~e~tiAUSim and Source will require different
Dee~tias.Thu will be the assonly Whe Destination and Source are
r oe afth same gr4p of Peers e.g. scientists or tecabiciats,, writing fur
sush others benefit (L.. N Sohnert); when the topics ane 'general' In the sense
ot being scamaly understood In the social savirommeent oncerned or when the
&*MOMu Is 'popular', the Source Identifying himself with the Desintation.
th *tridNessage, Code, Designation arises In authorship rathr than In
aw nWp.
I
Thiining Procedures bomase onunntrpreted text ('NechesIcal
zDWMEing'6) do not deal with the N"esage so Ow deal with either triads, Code,
keipaiemsource, or 0de, DesIgnation, Destnastion.
mAteyr the tri" In which It occurs, aboutmesa (Designation) can be
=810=1 or Intem~ioaml. PromtheM exteesional point of view of view a
doemmnt Is mho-t what It meatioms, e.g. 'NWDb7 Mk' Is about a whole, amongst
oer tMW.
Prablsm here are to deterinie what Is imentioned, the role of a
4"10
as a OOWMWi ""sruio, and attribvitive assertioms. Because a document
Is a witl of Maseoure, not a mes ass3addW of 14iawistic empreesions AcDWIteNceO
of SMOeMWs
ViONA a doemmaut has speelal signfiemose (D. J. Kuim&Z

This significance in the Intensional aboutness.

For Instanee,

the

Encyclopedia Bri~teanis Is about (extensionally) the matters it refers to In its
various articles.
Intensionally It Is about most of the things that most ednfte
]kog~sh speaking people want to know about nowe ttme or other. This Is why It
was compiled, published and purchased.
Intensional aboutnesIs
£intimately
connected with acquisition policy.
It is established by 'matching' (L.M. Bohnert)
against documents that are 'similar' with respect to the sort of requests that
are expected, or against dissesination policy, e.g. who reviews or abstracts a

paper is settled by the editor of the review Journal.
Intensional aboutness cannot be determined from the text, or Its interpretation, alone, because one cannot deduce the question from Its answer.
If
one could, one could dispense with experiment, and violate the Principle of
Documentary Ignorance.
To determine it, one must consider how the document might
be modified by contradictions and substituions, and still
be considered to be
about the same thing in the given environment.
For 'eboutness', extensional or
intensional, entails ignorance in the sense that it diserininates at a corser
level than the intending reader requires.
Otherwise the Intending reader coul
not ask for the document before seeing it.
Consider, as an example, a document whose main argument was that 'X is a
blithering idiot'.
If a document whose argument was 'X Is not a blithering
idiot' would have the samI aboutness, than both documents are about the blithering
idiocy of X.
But If documents of the sam aboutness had argunents of the kind
'1 is a blithering idiot', vZ Is a blithering idiot', 'Miss A. is a blithering
idiot', these documents are about the distribution of blithering idiocy emonget
a subsection of the human race.
To u•m up, 'aboutness' (Designation) of documents can be Intensional or
extensional, and differs according to its relation to circumstances of production,
and circumstances of use.
In general,'t -cannot be determined by consideration of
textual characteristics alone.
It Is not concerned with the truth, falsehood, or
logical consistency of the statemants made In the document.
Is. 'Information Sciences' and the Library School Curriculum.
Discussion at
Faculty Meeting, School of Library Science,

OUNYA, 27 May 1968.
The "-ey topics of the discussion were the nature of the 'Information Sciences'
and the nature of Library Science and Library Service.
Without some agreement on
these, their interactions could not be discussed usefully.
My view of the
"Information Sciences' Is that stated In mW FD paper "The Scope and Alms of the
Information Sciences and Techeologies' (see Appendix).
In brief, this holds that
the term applies to various applications of diverse technologies and skills to
facilitate discourse. Their only comnn feature is in that application.
There
is no more need for those vho facilitate discourse to understand these diverse
sciences and technologies, then there Is for those who asks omlettes to be able
to lay egs. Or, to take a more eognate exasple, for those who use telephones
for comenicatioc to understand elegtmegetin or acoustics.

Ma Is required Is knowledge and understanding of wbat these technologies

mw 41o, at a given tUme and for given cost, within the field of application.

For

souge, librarians have something to learn from computing people about the
moo
ft largesq filso of certain kinds. They can do so without having the
sli~est ~ledge of computers "s such; just as they can make use of computers
(or-uira or postal services, or telephones) without having any knowledge
Of ejer
or railrooads, or postal services, or telephones) as such, so long
asthey kno
to"
w entities can do In term of their Intended application.

Smilarly tbcý wim do understand ho computers, say, work mast think In
term- of the intended application. When computers are technically capable of
beft used to store and manipulate customers' records,, they must be regarded an
libreries ad thought or In library terms. In this particular example the essentials
wre to a&low the use" to work the system by bmaself; to preserve records from
seaMeb MUOLiaOs or corelfss actions; and to allow for growth and change of
demmo
these are most prineiples of computer science,, but of library (or managerial)
soeness.
the library sciences are essentially those sassociated vlt4,helping people
find out wba people haew ha to sey; more shortly, with aiding Oiscourse,
partmla'lyrecorded discourse, an behalf of the recipient, not the originator,
of the U~ssourse. Ono. It Is invers to reprograpbyO signalling, and computing,
whisk work an behalf of the originator. But librarioansip should manks use of all
these, em Its own term.
Swlibrary school earricalm could maks use of these 'Information'
teseilegesIf. first, they were presented In term appropriate to library
estIvw~iseend Ideas; second, the tormI~ology Itself had some relation to well
mindM ideas, we reasonably unamiguous and was commonly agreed uponsc
611e or literacy would help.
It

of the discussants expressent discomfort with all these points, though
The Main difficulty was the Idea of a librarian
being a specialist In discourse, but not a participant In It: I. e. if he took an
astive part In discourse, he ceased to be acting as a librarian. This was not due
to a be"ie that librarians nost be comiscient In the *sens of knowing about all
the tejdes their iscmmnta were about. It arose more from the great difficulty
of distigisMdng bebmsee 'book knowledge', and understanding and exerience of a
topic. Not-4ll that Is said is knowledge, nor can all knowledge be said, e.g.
Nosme am write a useful text an '~or to Learn one's first language'.
smuw dseogreed with all of them.

Some thought tbat to define a librarians job as 'to aid discourse on behalf
of the reader (not as a substitute for the reader)' too narrow. However, aiding
disessure Involves more thin directing appropriate and available documents to
these vim request them. To do it adequately a librarian most be expert in some
ape"sinMd of discourse, In the sense of knowing who writes about what, whet
Mas bee. written about whet, what terms It Is written In and asked for,, what sorts
of people ask, for whet sorts of documnts, and how to get hold of these documinnts
ad people. Also he is not florbidden to infludence terminology, format, style
MA other bWIblIFograpIcGal and liteorary mtters that hinder discourse. But he is
mot umpested to be, nor cam he be also a fall time practioner and expert in the
tqpim tMs disecurse Is about. A librarian's job is to do things for the reader
rMOnweade
semmt reasseembly be ~eepted to do or to arrange for hiuielf.
11t io mat to teach the reader the reader's job.

-7Conversely it in not for the computer specialist, or mathematician, or
whatever, to teach the librarian the librarian's job, but to help him do it.

5. Other Activities. The lectures summarized above arose from and led to
other discussions and activIties.
Formal presentations are listed In the
Appendix.
Visitis were made to the National Bureau of Standards, University of Maryland,
and Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.
I attended the Anuaal
Meeting of American Documentation Institute (now AIs)
In New York City, October
1967. There I was avardded the Annual Award of Merit for 1967.
By invitation I made an Informal presentation, about 'Aboutness', to a
private discussion group of assorted scientists (astronosW to chemistry) and
historians of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York.
This meets
periodically to discuss spects of the philosophy of science.
I continue to review papers of 'informational'
Reviews'.

imports for 'Computing
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'Tbe report summarizes the work under four headings. (1) The limits of Information
Retrieval, which are set by the Principles of Documentary Impotence and Ignorance.
The first asserts, inter alia, that librarians cannot supply documents that have
not been written nor can dictate how documents will be used. The second asserts,
inter alia, that one cannot tell whether a statement is true Just by looking at it
or at computations performed upon it. These principles have fruitful consequences.
(2) The structure of retrieval services are analyzed and synthesized by identifying
various instances of Source, Destination, Designation, Code, Channel, and Message,
and the siKteen triads of these that do not include both Destination and Message.
Identification varies according to which entities are given, which dependent. (3)
Documentary 'aboutness' varies as Designation is related to Message with respect to
Sourco, Destination, or Code. Extensional aboutness (what a document refers to)
(4)
differs from Intensional Aboutness (why a document is about what it is about).
'Information Sciences or Technologies' are largely applications of distinct techniques
to documentary problems. If there be any comon principles, these arise from their
application to aid discourse, not from the disciplines from which these techniques
originate. The report lists publications and presentations carried out under the
Grant.
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